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I was delighted to be contacted by our Editor in my role as Chairman of the Minor 
Railway Section to let me know that the Section had recruited the IRSE’s youngest 
member. Morgan Cookman joined the IRSE as a result of attending one of the section’s 
technical courses. The resulting write up spotlighting Morgan’s life to date and his 
ambitions is recorded in this issue within the IRSE Matters section. 

Compiling the submissions from Morgan, his father and his mentors set me thinking 
about the signal engineer’s recruitment process and the way we attract youngsters in 
to our profession in all trades and grades. I end my piece by asking if there is a suitable 
“Cadet scheme” that Morgan could join. The article went out for proofing to a number 
of the great and good in our profession and I was regaled with comments such as “what 
century do you live in” etc. When I asked these cutting edge people what they and their 
firms had replaced this scheme with there was a stony silence.

It concerns me when I am out and about, to be the youngest person in the cabin with 
the grown-ups on large and complex schemes (I am a mere 56). I recently attended site 
to check on a task for a client and was surprised (but delighted) to find a former boss 
who had been brought back out of retirement to supervise the more intricate parts of 
the job. How long can we maintain this state? With a marked lack of opportunities for 
youngsters to join us, combined with an aging workforce and more new schemes on the 
drawing board than I can ever remember how will we sustain our profession?

So what: As a result of these thoughts the Minor Railway Section will be trialling an 
annual training scheme for minor railway S&T staff. The IRSE has thrown its weight 
behind the section and donated a log book for the trainee to complete during his 
training which, will consist of various experience gaining opportunities being provided 
at minor railways about the country including a fortnight block training spell. We hope 
that this will encourage new entrants into the sector and bring us new members.

Can you help us?  More importantly, what are you going to do to attract some good 
enthusiastic youngsters to your firm and the profession in general in 2015? Please do let 
me and the Institution know.

Major I Hughes TD
Chairman, Minor Railway Section
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The IRSE’s Youngest Member

Front Cover: Gioconda’s Virtual Signal Sighting system being used 
to simulate part of the Croxley Rail Link, UK. The scene shows the 
terminal platforms for the ‘dc lines’ at Watford Junction which the 
Metropolitan Line trains will also use when the Link is complete.
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